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Abstract

This study seeks to examine Raymond Williams' concern with media education and its
relevance to contemporary curriculum in Western Australia. By means of a critical
study of specific t•exts of Williams, it was intended to explore the possibility of refining
the Western A,Jstralian Media Studies syllabuses from a cultural materialist
perspective.

Williams' writings lead to the conclusion that media education should be more
specifically related to popular culture. The cultural materialist approach enables and

encourages a close link between the Western Australian Media Studies syllabuses and
students'own cultural experiences. Cultural materialism recognises that culture and
society are in a state of constant change and that this should be reflected in the
continual reviewing of syllabus practices and content.
Williams is that it is time for some change:

The lesson of Raymond

cultural materialism provides an

appropriate theoretical framework to refine and restructure media education m
Western Australia.
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Chapter I

Introduction
In this thesis some aspects of cultural materialism as presented in selected writings of

Raymond Williams will be discussed, and some implications of these for media teaching in
the late 1990's and beyond, established.

The main area of Media Studies that is dealt with in this thesis is the extent to which the
study of popular culture is incorporated into the syllabus content and practices. In our

society the mass media are rapidly changing and are culturally specific. Any syllabus
dealing with this subject matter needs to reflect these characteristics. This thesis examines

the current Media Studies syllabuses and the extent to which current content and practices
reflect contemporary changes in society's interaction with the mass media.

The work of Raymond Williams is considered in order to identifY his theory of cultural
materialism, which may be able to provide a theoretical framework for media education in
Western Australian Media Studies syllabuses. The current curricula lack an appropriate
and explicit theoretical base to enable popular texts to be studied in relation to their
social and political context. Raymond Williams' theory of cultural materialism provides
such a framework. A study of some of Williams' writings, as well as commentary by
others, will provide the opportunity to develop a definition of cultural materialism and to
assess its value as a theoretical framework. An analysis of Media Studies in Western
Australian schools will be undertaken to establish if it accommodates popular culture to

an appropriate extent. Additionally, a consideration of how the syllabus can be amended

and improved, in light of Raymond Williams' perspective, will be undertaken. By
synthesizing Williams' writings, as well as others' works on cultural materialism, and a
summary of the writings by Media Educators, and salient points of the West Australian
Media Studies curricula, it is intended to define cultural materialism and to ascertain its
relevance to the mass media, since the mass media effect changes in society and create
similarities between cultures. Thus it may be possible to establish the relevance of
applying appropriate ideas about cultural materialism to the current secondary school
media studies courses.

The significance of this thesis lies in establishing the implications of the relationships
between cultural materialism, the mass media, and media education in the 1990's. It also
provides a basis for reasoned argument in recommending and supporting the inclusion of
popular culture as a relevant aspect in media education courses, and for developing the
basis of a rationale for the refining of media education in Western Australia. Although a
great deal is already known about media education and cultural materialism, it is the
nature of the relationships between these factors that gives rise to the need for this study
to be undertaken. This study seeks to provide a more closely articulated understanding of
what Raymond Williams means by "cultural materialism" as a theoretical basis for media
teachers.

This enables course content to be reviewed and if necessary adjusted to

provide an appropriate framework for future directions in media education. It also assists
in the establishing of the new and emerging roles of media educators as we approach a
new century_

2

Raymond Williams sees cultural materialism as a theory and a theoretical framework for
understanding the role of the mass media in society. By applying the concepts inherent in
cultural materialism, it is possible to influence the content in secondary school Media
Studies courses to ensure that media education is relevant to the students it seeks to
educate.

The research method employed in this study is a critical analysis of texts. The study
considers the central concepts of Williams' work and provides a critical reading of the
Media Studies curriculum. It also suggests an alternative approach which avoids the
problems of alienation associated with the current course. This study combines both
historical and descriptive research designs.

This thesis contends that Williams' work, specifically his theory of cultural materialism
offers educators a way of solving these problems. Williams believes it will be the " ... test
of our cultural seriousness whether we can in the coming generations redesign our
syllabuses to a point of full human relevance and control" (Williams, 1958, p. 14).
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Chapter2
Raymond Williams
Biographical detail.
There would be few cultural analysts who would refute the notion that individuals and

their social environments are inextricably linked. We are, in essence, products of our past
and present experiences.

A fundamental tenet of materialism is that social being

determines consciousness and that social practice defines consciousness. It is, therefore,
no surprise that Raymond Williams' background and upbringing exerted significant
influence on his thinking and attitude towards society and its culture.

Born in 1921 at the Welsh border town ofPandy, he was the son of a railway signalman.

His community was truly working class, and the numerous references to his deep and
often personal childhood experiences typify the enormous impact his early cultural
experiences were to have on his thinking and writing. Williams was nurtured in his Welsh
working class environment and themes of working class culture featured prominently in
his early writings. Williams' childhood environment was a fiercely socialist one which laid
the foundation of his attitudes, values and thinking in later life.

He grew up in the

depression of the late 1920's and 1930's, which was harshly felt in the country and
industrial communities in Wales. He was educated at the village school at Abergavenny,
Wales, and he won a scholarship to Trinity College Cambridge, where he studied English
Literature.

Williams' insistence on rooting his political ideas in personal experience has

meant that in much of his writing he reflects on his childhood in the Welsh border country

and his student days as a communist at Cambridge.

At the tender age of eighteen he

became a member of the Communist Party and remained so for two years. In 1942 he
married, and subsequently became a father of three children. He saw active service
during the Second World War and as a "large part of his life was experience of the
Second World War followed by a coldwar" (Eldridge & Eldridge, 1994, p. 2) Williams

became suspicious of leadership. Part of the rec:3on behind Williams' shift in opinions
generally resulted from his wartime experience - "Williams relationship to Marxism
changed in relation to his intellectual position. There were also changes in his personal
commitments; the pacifist of 1938 became the Soldier in Normandy in 1944" (Eldridge &
Eldridge, 1994, p. 9). Following this he worked in adult education at Oxford. In 1961 he

was elected a Fellow of Jesus College, Cambridge, became a University Reader in Drama,
and from 1974-83 was the Professor of Political Science at Stanford University,
California. Following a distinguished life as an educator and writer, Williams died on 26th
January, 1988.

There can be no doubt that Raymond Williams, the Welsh cultural analyst, occupied a
prominent position in the intellectual landscape of the 1960's. He was an original and
radical thinker.

Since F.R. Leavis he is probably the most influential cultural critic. In

the Introduction to Resources qf Hope ( 1989), Robin Blackburn says of Williams "he is
the most authoritative, consistent and original thinker in the English speaking world"
(Williams, 1989, p. ix).

Williams' Marxist background, together with his personal

experiences, strongly influenced his ideas, especially about education, culture and ordinary
people. \Viiiiams, however, preferred to think of himself as a revolutionary socialist or

s

communist and historical materialist than as a Marxist. Williams "cultural work was linked
to his conception of a democratic long revolution" (Williams, 1989, p. x). He was also
fascinated by the relationship between technology, social change and the role of the media
in effecting changes in contemporary culture. Williams forms a link between idealism and
materialism, "Leavisism", and Marxism in his cultural theory of cultural materialism. His
coinage of the term "cultural materialism" and the theory together with the supporting
body of work are indicative of Williams' originality of thought.

Raymond Williams was a writer and a critic. In many less formal ways Williams was a
"sponsor, contributor and guide to a host of radical educational, cultural and political
ventures, across more than three decades" (Williams, 1989, p. 33). His range of writings
crossed a broad spectrum including works on cultural studies, literature, communication,
mass media and education. He also wrote drama and novels which explore political
themes. In total Williams wrote four novels and a trilogy set in his native Wales. He was
a respected writer and editor for a number of series, published a range of essays in literary
journals, and was the book reviewer for The Guardian. The range and intensity of his
work was truly remarkable and almost without exception his writing has a historical
dimension. Throughout his writing he exhibits an "understanding of, and commitment to,
a radically transformed social order" (Williams, 1989, p. xi) which was integral to both his
visions and achievements. His enduring influence as a socialist is evident and his

pre~

occupation with the cultural construction of meanings has had a profound effect on media
educators_

Williams produced "a group of works which deals centrally with issues of

cultural change and communication" (Williams, 1989, p. x).
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It is his works on cultural

materialism, communication, the mass media and media education which are the focus of

this study.

Cultural materialism.
In order to fully understand cultural materialism it is necessary to discuss each term
separately. "Culture" refers "to not only a body of intellectual and imaginative work, it is

also essentially a whole way of life" (Williams, 1958, p. 311 ); it refers to all aspects of
society.

One must be careful here to identify society not as a homogeneous but as a

composite group.

Culture deals with social consciousness, the learned repertory of

thoughts and actions exhibited by members of a social group. A culture has two aspects.
The fir11t aspect refers to "the known meanings and directions which its members are
trained to" (Williams, 1958, p. 4). The second aspect of culture is "the new observations
and meanings which are offered and tested" (Williams, 1958, p. 4). A further distinction
is made later in this text when Williams goes on to define culture as "common meanings,
the product of a whole people, and offered individual meanings, the product of a man's
whole committed personal and social experience" (Williams, 1958, p. 8).

Later in an

article The Idea of a Common Culture ( 1968), in Resources of Hope, Williams goes on to
elaborate on this statement. He asserts that a common culture or a culture in common is
ordinary:

that there is not a special class or group of men, wiJo are involved in the
creations of meanings and values either in a general sense or in specific art
or belief Such creation could not be reserved to a minority, however gifted,
and was not even in practice su reserved: the meanings of a particular form
of life of a people, at a particular time seemed to come from the whole of
their common experience, and ffom its complicated general articulation and if
this is .~o. meanings and values arc widely and not sectionally created.
(VVilliams, llJR'J, p. 34)
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In Culture is Ordinwy, Williams states that "culture is ordinary. That is the first fact.
Every human society has its own shape, its own purposes, its own meanings.

Every

human society expresses these, in institutions and in arts and learning" (Williams, 1989, p.
4).

The term "materialism" refers to a method which looks at the possessions which a society
values. Materialism is the value system - how life is lived. It takes acwunt not only of
the values we possess but also those to which we aspire. It refers to the foundation upon
which public insti!utions, legal conceptions, the arts and religious ideas of people have
evolved. This point specifically in regard to institutions, becomes extremely pertinent to a
discussion of the mass media and communication systems in general further into this
study.

The central tenet of materialism lies in the notion that social beings determine

consciousness, and social practice defines consciousness. Cultural materialism as a theory
reveals Williams' very strong sense of the materiality of culture. He criticises Leavis'
humanism when he says "it was certainly an error to suppose that values or artworks
could be adequately studied without reference to the particular society within which they
were expressed" (Williams, 1989, p. 16). He was equally critical of .:ommunist Marxism,
and moved then to his own theory of cultural materialism where he "would define the
theory of culture as the study of relationships between elements in a whole way of life,
the analysis of culture is the attempt to discover the nature of the organisation which is
the complex of these relationships" (Williams, 1989, p. 63).
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Materialism is generated by numerous influences and "is stubbornly resistant to the lures
of idealism" (Milner, 1993, p. 5).

It encompasses deep-seated beliefs which deal with

the immediate - "the here, the now". It is not concerned with history, nor is it concerned
with the future. It is ephemeral rather than transient. In Western democracies materialism
has strong links to capitalist societies. In our society mass media producers are engaged in
commercial enterprise, which is itself underpinned by capitalist philosophy. Materialism
relates to the ability to place a value, for example a monetary value, on products, objects
and people. Williams strongly believes that:

it is impossible to discuss communication or culture in our society without in
the end coming to discussing power . There is the power of established
institutions, and there is increasingly, the power of money which is imposing
certain patterns of communication that are very powerful in the society as a
whole. (Williams, 1989, p.l9)
Materialism, as a theory of culture, is therefore related to commercial enterprises rather
than to abstract qualities such as integrity and the like.

In his article Means of

Communication as Means of Production ( 1980) in Proh/ems in /1a!erialism and Culture
Williams elaborates on the aforementioned when he s?ys that "the means of
communication are themselves means of production .. the means of communication are
always socially and materially produced and reproduced" (Williams, 1980, p. 5).

The examination of how values come to materially exist and how they come to exert
influence is strongly linked to how Williams perceives communication processes and the
role of the mass media.

The mass media engender and instil values and attitudes.

Perhaps even more important is the role of the mass media in selecting and mediating the
values which

penn~ate

the culture. Williams perceives the mass med.ia, in Marxist terms,

as a superstructure v.rhich in its simplest notion "had been the reflection, the imitation or
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the reproduction of reality of the base in the superstructure in more or less a direct way"
(Williams, 1980, p. 32).

The modern notion of mediation is something more than simple

reflection or reproduction - indeed something radically different from either reflection or
reproduction actually occurs. The 9atterns whereby culture is produced and reproduced
were central concerns and pre-occupations for Williams, along with communication and
its associated technologies. The mass media, in all its forms, is in this twentieth century
one of the most dominant modes of communication.

Williams defines "formal

communication systems as the language of the group and all the institutions - religious
information, sometimes of command, of persuasion, of entertainment, of art" (Williams,
1989, p. 32).

Williams implores us to recognise and "approach a theory of

communication, and to have some idea of how communication relates to community, how

it relates to society, what kind of communication systems we have now, what they tell us
about our society and what we can see as reasonable direction for the future" (Williams,
1989, p. 20). Communication systems are right at the centre of social membership. They
reveal how members of a society regard each other, what people think, where their
priorities lay, what they include and omit in importance.

Williams contends that it is through the mass media that the material social existence of
attitudes and values came to exert their influence. However, the rule of the mass media in
Williams' view extends we!l beyond this. He believes that the mass media are responsible
for the expansion of acceptable values and attitudes; "we live in an expanding culture and
all the elements in this culture are themselves expanding" (Williams, 1989, p. 13).

Materialist per!'pectives, particularly in regard to the power of the media, "are primarily
Marxist·· (Alvarado &

Boyd~Barrett,

1992, p. 175). The hegemonic theory, favoured by
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Williams, emphasises "the role of ruling ideas in achieving subordination to the interests

of the dominant classes" (Alvarado & Boyd-Barrett, 1992, p. 175).

There are, however,

strong overtones in Williams' writings, of the social cultural theory which "seeks to
understand the meaning and place assigned to popular culture in the experience of
particular groups in society and also to explain how mass culture plays a part m
integrating and subordinating potentially deviant or oppositional elements in society"

(Alvarado & Boyd-Barrett, 1992, p. 175). Boyd-Barrett in 111e Social Science Tradition
believes that the cultural perspective "sees the cultural dimension as interwoven with all
social practice", and seeks to, "place the media and other practices within a society
conceived of as a complex expressive totality" (Alvarado & Boyd-Barrett, 1992, p. 180).
We can perhaps best understand what Williams means by the cultural materialist approach
by looking more closely at the medium of television.

There is little doubt that television is a factor in our cultural expenence.
recognised, as did the Newsom report in 1963, that the media -

Williams

and in particular

television -"had a particularly important role to play in increasing knowledge, in allowing
children to glimpse the world beyond their own experiences - an expansion of their

cultural experiences" (Alvarado & Boyd-Barrett, 1992, p. 12). This report states the
importance of understanding one of our systems of signification and the subsequent
importance of media education with strong Williams overtones:

here we should wish to add a strong claim for the study of film and television
in their own right, as powerful forces in our culture and significant sources of
language and ideas . the most important and general use of these media,
however, as a major means for the mass communication of cultural
experiences. is not generRlly dealt with in schools_ . little attention is paid
to the degree to which film nnd television enter into Rnd influence the lives of
our purils and to these media as legitimate means for the communication of

II

personal experience alongside literature, music and painting. (Alvarado &
Boyd-Barrett, 1992, p. 12)
From his earlier writings in Culture and Society Williams acknowledged that the
importance of television was "the common life of the qualities it embodied" (Williams,
1958, p. 286).

He was constantly alerting members of society to the fact that

broadcasting "can be diagnosed as a new and powerful form of social integration and
control" (Williams, 1974, p. 23). Williams offered a great deal of comment on the social,
commercial and political manipulating power of the medium.

This concern with the

commercial, political and social nature of the medium has been of continued interest.
Alvarado (1992) shares some of Williams' views. Both writers stress that it is important
to study television because it is both an industl)' and a set of state institutions "whose
purpose is to present itself, to expose itself continuously and conspicuously as no other
set of institutions does and yet which constantly effaces its own practices and methods,
constantly denies its own materiality through the arguments of objectivity and neutrality"
(Alvarado & Boyd-Barrett, 1992, p. 94).

Such study not only enables the study of a set

of representations of the world, the language used to make representations normal and

acceptable but also a set of institutions, how they function - "the apparatus used to
maintain the status quo, to help reproduce the existing structure of society" (Alvarado &
Boyd-Barrett, 1992, p. 94).

We need also to ensure when dealing with the media such

as television, that we consider them as well "for the integrity of their treatment of human
values and as valuable art forms capable of communicating depth of experience"
(Alvarado & Boyd-Barrett, 1992, p. 13).

Cultural materialism is, therefore, an appropriate and useful framework for exploring the
role of the mass media in modern society; achieving this through media education must

t2

become a priority. We need to empower students with the skills to interpret and to create
the conventions of the mass media which surround them. Alvarado (1992) goes part of
the way in providing a starting point for media education. He suggests that the "process
of teaching and learning is always a struggle and the provision of information is a part of
that struggle" (Alvarado & Boyd-Barrett, 1992, p. 98).

The cultural materialist approach encourages us to consider the ways in which we use the
media, to look at how often" ... we organise our personal timetables around the media,
and, indeed, the inseparability of the media from our everyday lives" (Alvarado & BoydBarrett, 1992, p. 173).

They are a part of the fabric of life interwoven " ... so naturally,

so ordinarily through so many areas of our day to day existence" (Alvarado & BoydBarrett, 1992, p. 174), affecting both the temporal and spatial organization of life, and
therefore expressing cultural values. Television does more than instil values and norms; "it
also extends and develops cultural habits" (Williams, 1974, p. 67). Perhaps the strongest
argument for the careful consideration of the role of television in contemporary society,
from a cultural materialist view, comes from Williams himself in Television, Technology

and Cultural Form ( 1974): "indeed the very nature of television which is wmmercial in
character is as a cultural and political form directly shaped by and dependent on the norms
of a capitalist society selling both consumer goods and a "way of life" based on them"
(Williams, 1974, p. 41).
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Theory of '']Jltural materiaiism according to Williams.
Williams' theory of cultural materialism provides us with a way of looking at culture,
materialism, communication systems - specifically the mass media and the complex
networks that are our society. Cultural materialism establishes a relation between culture

and cultural products such as the mass media.

Cultural materialism was developed by Raymond Williams as a theory to establish the
materiality of culture. This emergent theory came about by his converging views on the

theoretical continuum between literary humanists such as F.R. Leavis and British

Communist Marxism. From British Communist Marxism he "inherited a radically
socialistic critique of the materiality of ruling class political, economic and cultural
power" (Milner, 1993, p. 36).

The Leavis view of culture was outlined in a pamphlet

Mass Civilization and Minority Culture (1930). Here he outlined a particular view of

culture which has become widely influential.

From this publication onwards, and

particularly in Scrutiny, Leavis presented his essential case.

The basis of his case is

shown in Milner's Cultural Materialism (1993):

In any period, it is upon a very small minority that the discerning appreciation
of art and literature depends. This minority constitute the consciousness of
the race at a given time. For such capacity does not belong merely to an
aesthetic realm: it implies responsiveness to theory as well as to art, to
science and philosophy in so far as these may affect the sense of the human
situation and nature of life. (Milner, 1993, p. 21)
OfLeavis's view, Williams found that it offered "an emphasis on the primacy of literature,
called on one to do a certain job and had a radical tinge which supported a critical interest
and et1gagement in the problems of contemporary civilization (Williams, 1989, p. 34).
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To Williams, as to many other since (eg. Masterman) the crucial point was that the
emphasis placed on the minority culture was objectionable. The essential nature and role
of the minority is clearly outlined by Williams in Culture and Society.

According to

Leavis:
upon the minority depends our power of profiting by the finest human
experiences of the past; they keep alive ... parts of tradition. Upon them
depend the implicit standards that order the finer living of an age, the sense
that this is worth more than that ... In their keeping ... is the language, the
changing idiom, upon which fine living depends and without which
distinctive spirit is thwarted and incoherent. By culture I mean the use of
such language. (Williams, 1958, p. 247)
Williams agreed with Leavis " ... that a society is poor indeed if it has nothing to Jive by but
its own immediate and contemporary experience"(Williams, 1958, p. 248).

However,

Williams believed that "the ways in which we can draw on other experiences are more
obvious than literature alone" (Williams, I958, p. 248). Williams supports the drawing of
formerly recorded experience from not only "literature, but history, building, painting,
music, philosophy, theology, political and social theory, physical and natural sciences,
anthropology and indeed the whole body of learning" (Williams, 1958, p. 248).

He is

also keen to suggest that we draw on the "experiences that are otherwise recorded: in
institutions, manners, customs, family memories" (Williams, 1958, p. 249).

To Williams,

literature has its place, but it is not exclusive and neither is the notion of the powerful
minority in establishing culture. Williams warns us that we cannot reduce experience to
literary evidence alone. Williams "inherited from Leavisism a commitment to the holistic
conceptions of culture and methods of analysis, a strong sense of the importance of the
particular whether in art or in life and the insistence on the absolute centrality of culture"
(Milner. 1993, p. 36).

Situated between Marxism & Leavisism is Williams' cultural

IS

materialism, which is at its most simplistic l..wel a science of human society; it may be
regarded as a scientific investigation about human social life which refers exclusively to
how one proposes to account for social cultural differences and similarities.

Cultural

materialism, Williams explains:
is a theory of culture as a (social and material) productive process and of
specific practices, of arts, as social uses of material means of production
(from language as material practical consciousness to the specific
technologies of writing and forms of writing through to mechanical and
electronic communication systems). (Williams, 1980, p. 243)
Robin Blackburn, in Resources of Hope ( 1989), suggests that Williams accepted the
fundamental propositions of historical materialism and by adding his own contributions to
them arrived at his body of work

~

cultural materialism. What Williams endeavours to

explain with this theory is how a society or culture comes to assume attitudes or value of
possessions. He seeks to provide a theoretical explanation for how cultures arrive at their
own value laden view of society.

Raymond Williams' ideas on cultural materialism enable him to establish a theory which
refers exclusively to how we can account for the

socio~cultural

differences and similarities

in a society. He is primarily concerned about how a society comes to value aspects of its
way of life.

In Making Connections (1994), cultural materialism is described as an

approach which Raymond Williams proposes to enable us to understand the processes of
social change. Eagleton ( 1988) described Williams' contribution thus:' "almost single
handedly he transformed socialist cultural studies in Britain from the relative crudity of the
1930's Marxism to an impressively rich, subtle and powe1ful body of theory (Eldridge &
Eldridge, \994, p. 3). This new and emergent approach resulted in a new general theory
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of culture, by which Williams means "a theory of relations between elements in a whole
way of life" (Eldridge & Eldridge, 1994, p.46).

Williams has a preoccupation with the

wholeness and integration of culture as a way of life. This theory has the ability to
embrace change to incorporate an expanding culture.

It accommodates the constant

changes in culture and society which is vitally important for media education.

The

theoretical approach embodied in cultural materialism is concerned with "the analysis of
all forms of signification within the actual means and conditions of their production"
(Eldridge & Eldridge, 1994, p. 32).

Williams' method here is to study the language: " that is to say, the words and sequences
of words which particular men and women have used in trying to give meaning to their
experience" (Williams, 1989, p. 16).

The process of signification includes, in the

Williams perspective, the incorporation of the very powerful forms of communication
employed by the mass media. When Williams wrote Television: Technology and Cultural

Form (1974), he understood that television itself could be seen as a number of preexisting forms of communication. " ... but in so far as drama was concerned, its sheer
availability to so many people is unprecedented in human history - soaps, serials, thriller,
westerns, detective and police drama, the classics of the theatre, the screening of films
originally made for the cinema - these are now ingrained in our cultural and social life"
(Williams, 1994, p. 25-27).

The focus of Williams' theory of cultural materialism, in

relation to communication and the mass media, is the proposition that we can have a
democratic

system

of communication.

However, in order to try and achieve

this, we must recognise and embrace a number of conditions.
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Williams believes

that social life and patterns of communications are inextricably intertwined, so it is
misleading to speak of reality and then communication about reality: "how people speak
to each other, what conventions they have as to what is important and what is not, how
they express these in institutions by which they keep in touch: these things are centraL
They are central to individuals, and central to the society" (Williams, 1989, p. 23). In the
society of the 1990's these institut.ions include the mass media, in all its forms- "Books,
journals, magazines, newspapers, theatre, films, radio, television, records, compact discs,
videos and advertising - all these go to make up what we collectively term the media that is to say, of communication" (Eldridge & Eldridge, 1994, p.98). The importance lies
in recognising that communication, in all its patterns and forms, is the very fabric of
society. "They are human constructions and so, in principle, subject to criticism and the
possibilities of change. But the institutions in which they emerge and flourish can be very
powerful" (Eldridge & Eldridge, 1994, p. 99). Williams underlines this point throughout
his writing. The essence of his argument is that all members of a society should have
access, in equal proportions, to the means of production in order to achieve a democratic
participation in the creation and dissemination of meanings and values.

Communication, Williams believes, belongs to the whole society. In order to be a healthy
society, communication depends on maximum participation. It is at this point that he
criticises and questions the democratic and participatory nature of the present structure of
the institutions of the mass media.

Communication is, he tells us, "a science of

penetrating the mass mind and of registering an impact there" (Williams, 1958, p. 30 I).
He believes that ''mass communication theory carries with it the idea of a few controlling
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the many and this is what has to be publicly contested" (Eldridge & Eldridge, 1994, p.
65). Williams goes on to qualify this point further by saying, "I believe that the system of
meanings and values that a capitalist system has generated has to be defeated, in general
and in detail by the most sustained kinds of intellectual and educational work". (Williams,
1989, p. 76).

Williams contends that the creations of meanings and values must not be

seen "as the exclusive property of elite groups in society, we should see it as a common

inheritance which through education and communication, should be made as widely
available as possible" (Eldridge & Eldridge, 1994, p. 10 I). He perceives that individual
members of society must endeavour to wrest control by constantly challenging

"the

systems of meanings and values which a capitalist society has generated " (Williams,
1989, p. xiv). The working out of the idea of culture is a " slow reach again for control"
(Eldridge & Eldridge, 1994, p. 62).

It is the very capitalist natme of Western societies which reduces the impact vf the

individual in the democratic pmiicipation of the construction of values and meanings.
"We live in a society where selling by any effective means has become the primary ethic"
(Williams, 1980, p. 185). What is of great concern to Williams, as it should be to us all,
is that "it is not only goods that are sold ir. a particular kind of economy but people who
are sold in a particular kind of culture" (Williams, 1980, p. 185).

Advertising is the

driving force which underlies the mass medi<: in a market based economy. Whether a
product or media artetact is good is not at the root of concern. The issue lies in their
marketability. "Advertising is seen as a social and cultural form that responds to the gap
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between expectation and control by an organised fantasy" (Eldridge & Eldridge, 1994, p.
37). Williams explains that:
it is impossible to look at modern advertising without realising that the
material object being sold is never enough; this indeed is the crucial cultural
quality of its modern forms. If we were sensibly materialist, in that part of
our living in which we see things, we should find most advertising to be of
insane irrelevance. Beer would be en0ugh for us, without the additional
promise that in drinking it we show ourst:lves to be manly, young in heart, or
neighbourly ... it is clear that we have a cultural pattern in which the objects
are not enough but must be validated, if only in fantasy, by association with
social and personal meanings which in a different cultural pattern might be
more directly available. (Williams, 1980, p. 185).
Commercial interests dominate the mass media, determining and shaping the content and
form of media products, media production and media consumers.

One of Williams'

critical concerns is the significance of capitalism on cultural formations, where we see
the imposition of meanings, values and attitudes on a community rather than the
generation of the same by the members of a society.

This commercial capitalist

domination manifests itself over and above the primary consideration of the function and
purpose of a common culture which "is not a consenting conformist society; it is a free
contributive and common process of participation in the creation of meanings and values"
(Eldridge & Eldridge, 1994, p. 75).
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Role of cultural materialism in media education.
Williams writes that "education is society's confirmation of its common meanings and of

human skills for their amendment" (Williams, 1989, p. 75). Media education is a part of
an "education for responsible citizenship" (Alvarado & Boyd-Barrett, 1992, p. 50).

The

ways of coming to terms with our cultural environment depends upon the quality of our

media education. We need to empower members of society with the skills and knowledge
to challenge and change the systems of meanings and values which capitalist society has
generated. This is a major thrust of Williams' work and it is a view shared by such
contemporaries as WiHiamson, who writes that education is valid "as long as it leads to
questioning, which is a pre requisite for social change" (Alvarado & Boyd-Barrett,
1992, p. 83).

The processes of "education, organisation of family, work etc. are

involved in a continual making and remaking of an effective dominant culture and on
them, as experienced, as built into our living its reality depend" (Williams, 1980, p. 39).
Communities as a whole need to perceive the cultural construction of meanings as a
response to the urgent pressure of material survival.

What we need to ensure is the

recognition of a "relationship between the fundamental understanding of communication
processes and the ability to innovate and adapt to change" (French & Richards, 1994, p.
95).

This train of thought is not new: "The philosophers", said Marx "have only

interpreted the world in various ways, the point however is to change it" (Alvarado &
Boyd-Barrett. 1992, p. 42).

Change can only be effected when one has control and

control is gained via knowledge and understanding. Twentieth century critics such as
Richard 1-Inggart believe that cultures "are made up of patterns of beliefs, values, ideaf;,
and emotions, together with their characteristic forms
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of~xpression

through which groups

define, interpret and respond their experience of social life and social change" (Alvarado
& Boyd-Barrett, 1992, p.l4)

E~ucation

needs to respond to developments and trends of

major significance within society. It is "the process of giving to the ordinary members of
society its full common meanings, in light of their personal and common experience"
(Williams, 1958, p. 14). Williams was acutely aware of the role and power of education.
In his conclusion to Communications ( 1962), he outlined the need for a "new arts and
education policy aimed at diffusing civic skills and democratic access to cultural resources
as widely as possible" (Alvarado & Boyd-Barrett, 1992, p. xiii).

It was firmly believed by Williams that education should not only be relevant to students
but should embrace the nature of their everyday cultural experiences and provide a sense
of ownership about their cultural identity. His theory of cultural materialism sits extremely
comfortably with Robert Shaw's comment that an educator "entrusted with a special
responsibility for communications, has some duty to attempt to introduce the new media
of popular culture into the classroom, not simply as audio-visual aids or in ... artistically
acceptable forms ... but in representative examples" (Alvarado & Boyd-Barrett, 1992, p.
16). Wi11iams is concerned to emphasise that society as a whole should "specify the
institutional and material conditions for democratic participation" (Williams, 1989, p. x).
The role of media education is vital because it is through the mass media that culture is
produced and reproduced. "The crux ofWi11iams' argument is that we need to reconsider
the role of the great tradition in social life; rather than see it as the exclusive property of
elite groups in society we should see it as a common inheritance, which through education
and com;nunication should be made as widely available as possible" (Eldridge & Eldridge,
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1994, p. 10 I). Williams' comments here have strong overtones of the contemporary
Marxist; Williams' political associations were in constant change.

By the 1980's he

aligned himself with the contemporary Marxist view that education "aims to create a
socialist society, with a common culture which would incorporate an educated and
participatory democracy" (Williams, I989, p. 75).

The significance of this viewpoint is

in the way he considers the individual and the individual's total understandings and
meamngs:
we have to learn to teach each other the connections between a political and
economic formation, a cultural and educational formation and, perhaps
hardest of all the formations of feelings and relationships which are our
immediate resources in any stmggle . Contemporary Marxism, extending its
scope to this wider area, learning again the real meanings of totality is then, a
movement to which I find myself belonging and to which I am glad to
belong. (Williams, 1989, p 76)

Education, we are told in !vlakin;.: Connections ( 1994 ). works on "the premise of respect
for the person and the recognition that people may change and grow in their tastes and
interests" (Eldridge & Eldridge, 1994, p. 100).

It is essential that education should be

constantly in transition, never stationary, responsive to the needs of the society it seeks to
educate. Our current media education programs need to change in order to reflect the
changing intellectual and cultural attitudes to the media and teaching about the media.
Williams, in the past,

and contempora) ies such as Oliver Boyd Barrett, advocated

change. A lack of this change has stagnated the current Western Australian syllabuses
and significantly reduced their relevance.

It would be fair to say that in a quest for

academic acceptance of the Western Australian Media syllabuses, human relevance has
been the ultimate concession. Williams believes that we must not only acknowledge the
sigm!icant role the media play in the political and social sphere of the modern world, we
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must also encourage students through our media education programs to"explore and
analyse the nature of communication systems and what they tell us about the kind of
society we live in" (Eldridge & Eldridge, 1994, p. 99).

The cultural materialist

perspective provides a sound and reasoned framework through which such exploration
and analysing can occur.

What Raymond Williams otTers us then, in his theory L'f cultural materialism, is an explicit
theoretical base which enables the mass media to be studied in relation to their social and
political contexts. Apart from Williams' works offering an explanation of the role of the
media in the modern world, be strongly suggests in his writings that we must
acknowledge that media messages must be considered in the light of the society from
which they have been generated. He clearly establishes the need and responsibility of
education to embrace the ordinary evetyday media experiences of the media consumer
through encouraging the incorporation of the study of popular texts. Here then, we have
the basis for soundly reconsidering the current syllabuses; we have a theoretical
framework which is appropriate and explicit, and which allows for the incorporation of
the study of popular texts on their own terms.

Chapter 3
Media Studies: Current Situation
The current Media Studies syllabuses in Western Australia have existed with little revision

for the last decade. The found11.tions of the current syllabuses emerged from the
dominance of screen studies in the late 1950's and 1960's.

In fields such as

communication and cultural studies change is a common occurrence, but the Western
Australian syllabuses have failed to reflect such changes in both content and practice, in
contrast to media education and the National Curriculum in the United Kingdom, where
the study of the "popular" or "mass" cultural forms are encouraged as a means of helping

students validate their cultural experiences as a totality. There is no apparent reflection of
the rapid and varied changes in culture and society over the same period of time ~
specifically in relation to students and their electronic environment.

That education should be relevant to the expenence of the learner is central to the
humanistic viewpoint. Despite slightly differing viewpoints such as those of Meredyth
(1971) and Tyler ( 1949), this is the underlying basic philosophical stance that this study
assumes. Williams reminds us of the role of eduction in Culture is Ordinwy ( 1958),
where he tells us that:

education is society's confirmation of its common meanings, and of the human
skills for their amendment . education is ordinary: that it is before anything
else, the process of giving the ordinary members of society their full common
meanings, in light of their personal and common experience. (Williams, 1958,

p 14)
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The aim of media education is to build bridges between the classroom and the real world
"being aware and open to the nature of pupils' everyday cultural experiences" (Alvarado
& Boyd-Barrett, 1992, p. 16). Greater need exists than is met in the present syllabuses.

Media education needs to accommodate the students' own cultural experiences and build
these bridges in an integrated cross media approach rather than a rigid medium-bymedium one which exists in the current Western Australian syllabuses.

The Teaching-Learning Program of the present syllabus in Year 11 and Year 12 (see
appendix A), identify specific media which are to be addressed. In Year 11, for example,
photography, mass print, or television are the designated media for study. In Year 12, the
specified media are film, radio and television. The selection of the media which are to be
addressed suggests that some media are more worthy of study than others. The basis of
this assumption is unclear and is most probably a reflection of the underlying values and
attitudes of the syllabus committee at the time of writing the documents. Compounding
this problem of "worthiness", the examination of the media is further restricted and
isolated by the actual structure of the syllabus program. From the three media offered for
study, only two are to be chosen. One medium is the major area of study, to be examined
in detail and allocated two-thirds of class time. The other medium selected becomes the
minor area, with time and detail allocated accordingly.

There are other problems associated with the division of major and minor areas of study.
Television is a recommended medium of study in both Year II and Year 12. While few
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would refute the enormous impact television has on students' lives, I would suggest that
radio has equal, if not more significant impact for students in middle teenage years.

This medium-by-medium approach suggests no apparent point where comparative crossmedia studies could or should occur.

It would be far more logical and realistic to

consider the mass media, not in isolation, but as they occur in society, and examine their
cumulative impact. Goodwin and Whannel's (1992, p. 53) approach suggests that it
would not only appear more practical and relevant but also more sound educationally to
look at

:1n

aspect of popular culture, such as the Surf culture with its media

representations in print, billboards, radio, film, advertising with an examination and
discussion about values and attitudes associated with this culture and what it reflects
about society in the 1990's.

The current Western Australian syHabuses contain amongst other things substantial
emphasis on film, news, and persuasive forms of the mass media and reflect a preoccupation with the consideration of Media Studies as an "art form".

The push for

academic respectability rather than student relevance in the 1970's and 1980's placed
media as an art form_ Consequently there has been a concentration on the high art end of
the media spectrum. For example the notion of film genre became "highly fashionable"
and along with it the implied and associated accompanying "highbrow" values and
attitudes_ So innucntial was the concept of genre established by the film media that it was
quickly adapted hY utlwr academic areas, in particular, literature. The concentration still
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evident on screen studies, characteristic of media education in the 1960's, does not
include the study of popular culture with which the mass media is inextricably intertwined.
Both the upper school and lower school Media Studies courses are anachronistic. The
Media

Studie~

Unit Curriculum was written in 1986 to 1987 and has not been revised

since. While the upper school syllabuses make mention of books which deal with popular
culture in their reading lists, the books deal with a content not incorporated into the
syllabuses. Current courses examine the medium and not the culture. The courses have
failed to keep pace with the culture behind the technology.

The syllabus is elitist in the selection of content and resources popular at the time of
writing but not necessarily appropriate now. Elitism is defined here as being concerned
with "high brow" aspects of culture and as having relevance to only a minority of the
student population. The elitist structure of the current Media syllabuses is reflective of
popular media viewing in the late 1950's and 1960's.

It is particularly reflective of

historical viewing of television, and its examination of this medium is mdimentary. In the
lists of recommended resources there are two references to texts which address popular
culture. The first is by Fiske, Hodge and Turner, Myths '!fO= (1987) and the second is
by Spearitt and Walker (eds), Altstmlian Popular Culture (1979). In the actual content
area popular culture is conspicuous by its absence in the syllabuses. The medium-bymedium approach lacks wholeness by largely ignoring the common experiences of the
community via their popular culture.

The current year II and 12 syllabuses (see

appendix A) arc l'iitist - in that they accommodate a number of preferred authors and
texts and exclude the media experiences and knowledge of the students they are meant to
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encourage and enlighten.

For example the predominance of texts such as those by

McMahon and Quinn throughout the resource list and their linking to student outcomes in
each specified medium not only suggests content determination but also an accompanying
methodology.

The methodology itself invites special comment.

Since the writers of the current

syllabuses were largely influenced by recent semiotic studies the documents that have
been created are substantially oriented towards text analysis.

This has resulted in the

exclusion of the relevance of other possible backgrounds, movements and theories
including cultural materialism. Texts cited in the Resources section of the syllabuses such
as, Exploring Images (McMahon & Quinn, 1984), Real Images (McMahon & Quinn,
1986) and Stories and Stereotype.\· (McMahon & Quinn, 1987), emphasise the textual
analysis approach to media education which bas dominated the teaching of media over the
last decade or more. It is

interestin~;

to note that Leavis, who was a proponent of textual

criticism without reference to the context of texts, was criticised by Masterman ( 1985)
whose writings inform much of the rationale for the textual criticism stance of the present
syllabus. Indeed the methodology ofLeavis still persists in the current Western Australian
Media Studies syllabuses. The problem with this methodology is the tendency to analyse
what is represented in the media product, rather than considering the values and attitudes
of the society that have enabled the media products to be generated and perpetuated.
There needs to be greater concern for the relevance of the media product to the student,
with emphasis on the context in which the media product is consumed.
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Current Media Studies syllabuses alienate students from their culture by avoiding the
study of popular texts and by making that study too formal and abstract. The syllabuses
need to take greater account of the place of media in students' every day lives. Williams
suggests that teachers and curriculums should embrace the leisure interests of pupils by
recognising the special virtues of specific media and confronting their essential qualities.
In terms of practice the current Western Australian syllabuses tend to reflect the
assumption stated by Halloran and Jones ( 1986) that "high culture is preferable to popular
culture - a distraction which young people were to be provided with the right kind of
apparatus to defend themselves against its effects" (Alvarado & Boyd-Barrett, 1992, p.
I 0).

In terms of theoretical basis many aspects of the current syllabuses display notions

of the inoculatory or moral approach which was prevalent in the 1970's. This approach
to education emerged as a result of a deep concern "among educators and literary critics
that young people needed to be protected against what was considered to be the very
hannful and powerful influences of the mass media" (Alvarado & Boyd-Barrett, 1992, p.
I 0).

Goodwin and Whannel in their chapter "Understanding Television" ( 1990) in Media
Education - an introduction, when talking about current media education thinking, say

"there has also been a related interest and commitment to the popular" ( 1992, p. 53).
That is to say, while theory in the 1970's often looked at popular television to discover
whether or not it measured up to certain preconceived theoretical and political criteria,
the 1980's have seen a shift towards taking the popular on its own terms beginning with
actual public taste cultures rather than abstract theories. This period has seen a shift from
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"a focus on "serious" television (drama, documentary, news, current affairs) to "popular"
entertainment (soaps, sit corns, pop music, video, sport, gameshows"
Whannel, 1992, p. 5).

(Goodwin &

Their views have been supported by other media educators such

as Hall in "The Media and Society" (Hall & Whannel, 1964). Taking popular culture on
its own terms as actual public taste cultures is an aspect absent in the current West
Australian Media syllabuses. Also cited in "Understanding Television"

(Goodwin &

Whannel, 1992, p. 74) is an example of a media video production activity where students
survey commercial rap videos including a look at associated fashions and a discussion of
the importance of rap as a youth culture. This accommodates the students, their interests,
their culture, media representations of their culture and their production skills. Western
Australian Media Studies syllabuses do not incorporate or encourage this cross-media
approach.

There is little in the resources, contents and practices which is likely to embody what
Haggart refers to as a "deeply felt authentic experience which strikes genuine chords in
the audience" (Murdock & Phelps, 1992, p. 15).

Education should be relevant and

Media Education should also be relevant. The current syllabuses are relevant to only a
minority of the student population to the exclusion of the majority.

This is a key

deficiency. There is very little in the content of the current syllabuses that acknowledges
the interests of the students. Rather, they seem to ignore the importance of looking at the
media through the eyes of the students - valid consumers within society. The syllabuses
do not reflect the changing intellectual and cultuml attitudes towards the media and
teaching about the media. An important aspect of current media education deals with
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"being in touch with the prevailing mood of the ordinary people" (Murdock & Phelps,
1992, p. 16).

Considering these criticisms levelled at the current Western Australian syllabuses it can be
justifiably argued that now is the time to change the direction of our Media Studies
syllabuses to be more reflective of the 1990's. Student relevance and experience must be

pivotal in any refined or renovated syllabus. We should take heed of Williams's advice
when he says: "it will be a test of our cultural seriousness whether we can in the coming
generations redesign our syllabuses to a point of full human relevance and control".
(Williams, 1958, p. 14).
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Chapter 4
New Directions
From Williams' writing on cultural materialism and his views on media education it is
possible, and I would suggest reasonable, to recommend a redirection of the syllabuses'

practices and content based upon the principles of cultural materialism.

Specifically,

consideration should firstly be given to the characteristics of the mode of production
which determine the general character of the social and political processes of life.
Secondly, we should note that behaviour is governed by the thought that human life is

rule-governed. Thirdly, and perhaps of even greater significance, is the examination of
how attitudes and values come to exert an influence on society generally. In relation to
the latter, the role of the mass media is clear. At a simple level, the media engender and
instil values and attitudes, select and mediate the values which permeate the culture,
enable the expansion of acceptable values and attitudes, and importantly, establish a
relation between culture and cultural products such as the mass media.

Our existing practice, reflected in the current Year 1 I and Year 12 syllabuses, emphasises
the "what does the media do to us" line of inquiry. This implies a sense of helplessness
about media products rather than concentrating on empowering students via a social
relevance approach. One of the more influential approaches to media education has been:
the field of Cultural Studies developed by people such as Raymond Williams,
Richard Haggart and Stuart Hall in the 1950's and 1960's. In this tradition
educators have sought to move away from arguments about what is worthy
or study to address the question of what constitutes culture and how
children's cultural experiences, both actual and potential, might properly be
understood and developed. (Alvarado & Boyd-Barrett, 1992, p. 136).
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Here we see the direction that our syllabuses should take, an approach based around the
proposition that media education is "to address children's cultural experiences as a
totality" (Alvarado & Boyd-Barrett, 1992, p. 136).

The current syllabuses advocate a

medium-by-medium approach, which places the emphasis solely on the characteristics of
one set of practices. This prioritises specialist investigation into a selected :nedium over
the understanding and knowledge of elements which recur across the media and ignores a
central tenet of cultural materialism which is the fact that people usually experience the
media as a set of interrelated and interacting systems. The emphasis is on the text alone
in isolation from its social context It is the cultural experiences of children that we need
to adciress. We need to place the information about "institutional structures within the
broader context of children understanding more fully about our social formation , about
their position within it, and about how it might otherwise be" (Alvarado & Boyd-Barrett,
1992, p. 98).

Cultural materialism, as an approach, allows us to have a framework

within which such inquiry can occur.

The syllabuses (appendix A) reveal an emphasis upon the informational and persuasive
forms of the mass media. Current views reflect Williams' opinion that media education
needs to go beyond the informational and persuasive forms - these are important but
provide a limited view of media education which "fails to take into account children's
predominant media experience which is with fictional and entertainment forms"
(Alvarado & Boyd-Barrett, 1992, p. 136).

Media education is concerned with far more

than main1aining the cultural status quo : teaching about the dominant forms of cinema,
television and other media. I would suggest that while these topics have a place in media
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education there is a responsibility on educators to provide children with "the opportunity
to see cultural artefacts which, for reasons of access and circulation might otherwise
remain outside their experience" (Alvarado & Boyd-Barrett, I 992, p. 430).

Here we

have the provision to move outside the established and recognised mass media to examine
some of the alternative rather than dominant forms. Students should be encouraged to
investigate alternative bookshops, publishing houses, newspapers and the like and to
consider the social and political conditions which keep these popular forms outside the
dominant media.

As well as encouraging investigation and discussion, media educators should also provide
children with the opportunity to extend their creative capabilities by ensuring that they get
to experience media forms and products they might otherwise not encounter.

Media

education must enable children to investigate the possibilities of media technology
appropriate to their own c:mtext and resources. For example, if we take the children's
entertainment medium of the 1990's - computer games, we should consider both the
private and public context in which they are played, the concepts of winning, competition,
leisure and the associated values and attitudes. We need to encourage students to explore
how the nature of the context influences the nature of the games, why they have an effect
and what they tell us about the society in which we live. They could also be encouraged
to consider creating computer games which challenge the dominant attitudes and values the possibilities are endless.
The development of work on popular television, newspapers and advertising is important
to media education in making such education more accessible to younger students.
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Moreover, the move in media education "away from film studies and towards popular
television and advertising has enabled media teachers to address important social
institutional issues through artefacts with which children readily identifY" (Alvarado &
Boyd-Barrett, 1992, p. 428).

Herein lies the basis for recommending that the Western

Australian Media Studies syllabuses follow the contemporary media educators lead and
move away from the "ltigll arts of Western culture to the more realistic exploration of
advertising, pop music, fhmily photographs, television drama" (Alvarado & Boyd-Barrett,
1992, p. 429).

If we look at advertising for example, the current Western Australian

syllabuses need to include the study of advertising in a much wider sense, not only
considering it as it occurs in mass print and the electronic media, but also as it occurs in
the environmental media which constantly surrounds students. This encourages students
to consider the audience, the consumers of media artefacts who rarely contemplate the
media in isolation.

Inherent in the current syllabuses are characteristics of the inoculative approach which
suggests that "high culture is preferable to popular culture" (Alvarado & Boyd-Barrett,
1992, p. 10).

If we look at the film content, for example, the current content evokes

the charge of being elitist, or at best too narrow. There needs to be an increased student
understanding of how film relates to society. Greater emphasis needs to be given to filmmaking as creation - the use of film-making in the classroom as a means of personal
expression rather than as an exhibition of film grammar rules. Some of the most valuable
creative work can be drawn from students generating media products which are relevant
to their own cultural context. This "creativity relates not only to the ability of students to
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generate their own ... expressiOn of feeling", but also embraces " ... all the skills and
understandings that might be involved in any form of practical activity" (Alvarado &
Boyd-Barrett, 1992, p. 74).

Creativity needs to be encouraged, so that students

experiment with forms and techniques "not in slavish imitation of broadcast media, but in
an attempt to find an appropriate means of making a statement" (Alvarado & Boyd-

Barrett, 1992, p. 75).

This creative experimentation can best be illustrated by

considering a practical activity outlined by Roy Stafford in his article Redefining

Creativity; Extended Project Work in G.C.S.E. Media Studies. In one project outlined in
this article, students "produced a survey of commercial rap videos, including a look at
associated fashions and a discussion of the important of rap as a youth culture" (Alvarado
& Boyd-Barrett, 1992, p. 74).

Surely practical experimentation along these lines has far

greater relevance than a general expectation that students will "exhibit some practical
skills in one medium" (appendix A, p46). A close examination of the current year 12
Media Studies syllabus reveals the use of practical work not as creative experimentation
but as a simulation exercise designed to "demonstrate understanding of the codes and
conventions" (appendix A, p45). This seems to contradict most international trends in
regard to the role of practical work.

As well as incorporating creative film-making the syllabuses need to reflect the changing
nature of film as a medium.

In the current climate the distinction between film and

television has been blurred, as evidenced by the proliferation of video outlets. Television
and film are viewed by teenagers as being ditTerent only in social rather than media terms.
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Generally, throughout the syllabuses, the context must be given greater consideration so
that students study both the context and the text with equal emphasis.

There has been a shift in the 1980's "toward taking the popular on its own terms
beginning with actual public taste cultures rather than abstract theories" (Alvarado &
Boyd-Barrett, 1992, p. 153).

This is an approach which is not only supported by

Williams, but also by contemporaries such as Goodwin, Whannel and Gramsci. Popular
culture emerges from the collective practice rather than being imposed by an elite.
Popular culture expresses "a community's distinctive sense of themselves as people living
in specific localities" (Alvarado & Boyd-Barrett, 1992, p. 14). Teachers have some duty
to attempt to introduce the new media of popular culture into the classroom because both
teachers and curricula should embrace the leisure interests of their pupils. The study of
popular culture addresses these concerns.

The study of popular culture indicates a

willingness on the part of educat'Jrs to respond to "the development and trends of major
significance within society" (Alvarado & Boyd-Barrett, 1992, p. 50).

Media education

should seize upon the common cultural experiences of students and encourage the study
of popular culture. Through a study of popular culture students are empowered with the
skills and knowledge to "define, interpret and respond to their experience of social life
and social change" (Alvarado & Boyd-Barrett, 1992, p. 14).

Studants need to be

encouraged to explore the dominant meanings and values perpetuated in the popular
media and to understand the politicaL social and commercial motivation behind such
creatJmb

lnv•:stigation at this level will enable students to realise that "questions of

cultur~~

quc'>llolh

arl"

nf value and hence questions of politics" (Eldridge & Eldridge,

JH

1994, p. 75).

We need to alert students to the fact that "we cannot infer the state of

mind, feeling or quality of life of the consumers of popular culture from the character of
the product" (Eldridge & Eldridge, 1994, p. 75).

Popular culture, as displayed in the mass media must be considered in the educational

context because it is these products that young people claim as their own and that they
enjoy. Ail forms of popular culture which children encounter through the mass media
should be treated with an equal right to be enjoyed as much as any other form. We must
treat knowledge as a cultural resource. "The essence of, the unique quality of, human
learning is that it is facilitated by social interaction and grounded in culture" (Alvarado &
Boyd-Barrett, 1992, p. 240).

It is through the process of communication that children

come to understand culture and it is through understanding that they "may come to own,
to possess, what they have learnt. They are then enabled to be active participants in, and
creators and critics of, the culture of their society" (Alvarado & Boyd-Barrett, 1992, p.
240).

It is one important function of education to assist the creation and continuity of

culture.

It is to Williams' comment on changing syllabus direction that we must now return. In

1958, in Culture is Ordinwy, William:; urged educators to "redesign our syllabuses to a
point of full human relevance and control" (Williams, 1989, p. 15).

Change is not to be

feared but approached with open mindedness ever aware of the changing nature of
culture, society and education. "The process of teaching and learning is always a struggle
and the rrovision of information is a part of that struggle" (Alvarado & Boyd-Barrett,

1992, p. 98).

One of Williams' greatest contributions to the teacher of the 1990's is

perhaps the urgency which he generates about teachers being in touch with the students

and responsive to their culture. In Resources of Hope, Robin Blackburn comments thus:
"Williams work on education and communications was to create a climate of discussion
and expectation" (Williams, 1989, p. xii). Educators must now realise the fruits of these
discussions and turn expectation into reality.
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Conclusion

The Jesson of Raymond Williams in regard to the teaching of media is a valuable one.

Williams' theory of cultural materialism provides a much needed theoretical framework
for the Western Australian Media Studies syllabuses.

Williams' cultural materialist

approach allows for and encourages the study of popular texts, and the culture they
embody, as teachers endeavour to empower students with the skills and knowledge to
understand the role of the mass media in society. This study has sought to establish the

significant role of cultural materialism in media education in the 1990's.

From the

implications drawn in the closing chapter of this thesis it is obvious that the current
syllabuses are lacking relevance to the real life experiences of the learners. If we are to be
innovative and courageous in redirecting syllabus content and practices so that they are
reflective of, and relevant to. the current time frame. as well as incorporating the potential
to modify the syllabus as time and culture progresses, then we arc well advised to heed
the lesson of Raymond Williams

It is time to move away from the anachronistic and

structuralist approaches which have prevailed over the last decade in media studies
courses. Raymond Williams offers teachers a theory which can help media education to
become more relevant. meaningful and exciting for the futLlrc.

Appendix A

MEDIA STUDIES (YEAR 11)

D012

General Aims

Media Products as Constructions

l. ~ludy of th~ mcJ1J Jim~ to 1ncrea~~ ,tudent
undcr>tandm:; uf ho•• th~ m~o..li;:, ""r~. h011 the~
prodtKC mc;~nm~ hoi\ the• arc ,,n:anJ>~J . .tnd h011
the~ :;o Jbout the. bu>mi.'SS oi· ~:onstn.J~lln~ realil\ ·
S1Ude1\ll stud: 1n:; th1-. wur>c arc llkd_, ll> repro.'>o.'nt .1
Wtd~ ran:;t <•! JC.!d,·rrw; Jblill"'\ It I~ lih·l: tnJI IOnl-'
of tho.· >!U&:nt, "1!! n1>! rl:J,tc·r .1!l ut the >IJtcd
llhtcCiilc'~ It'' 1mpc>nJn: I<' Jc:~=tn,· J f'~~C .1r..: <,!'. k
u( I~Jmm~ ti•Jt h'\1 '"lie cJ;r ,:~den!
The ck:a,~
fum,.;h~J ~Jl ::,c lirl<',1"c' 'l;tl ~~· <••!'· t'I'''T, rr{\11Jc,! t~

F"act and fiction in the media
Studems \\Ill have the ability 1o:
• recogmsc that the dis1inction between fact and
fiction m the media can be unclear
• recognise th:11 both ·facrual" and 'fictional'
programs :11~ med1a consrruc1s.
The p<~ttern~ uf medi~ construction
Swdents 11111 ha>e til~ abiltty 1o:
• 1dentif;. the laTIOU~ genres m television
1dent1f: th~ 'Jrrou~ genres w1thm a mJ~~ prmt form
(~ g com to - l<.l''e. ad~~nrur~ etc .. mag:u.m~~
spon. hobb: etc 1
• td~ntrf;. the ;;moll5 uses of photo~raphs v.tlhin :1
mass pnnl form (e.g. ph01ojoumalism. advcnts1ng,
news. narure. glamour)
• dl:scribe in mort detail the way m which one specrfic
g='style.-presentanoo has shaped the: medta message
(e.g. a closer e~am!Miion of photo joumaltsm, advent\.\Tt
com1cs. tekvlslon quLZ shows etc 1
• 1den11f;. brllild p:~nem~ of programming.. scheduling.
pll:sentatron and drstnbuuon of the me.dt~ betn£ Sl1Jd1ed
• describe the wa~ rn which these p:mems affect the
constructs.
Thr notion or realu~
Students will have the ability to:
• identify the elements of realism thJt are imponant
to an understandmg of the mass media. namely
narr.nive strucrurt whert u occurs, imponance of
charnc1ers. emotive appeal tha1 is generated and
actions, moli~·ations and images that bear strong
resemblance to perceived reality
• apply these understandings to the media being
srudied - narrative srrucrure where it occurs.
irnponance of chamc1ers Wtlhin the narrative and
acttons and motivations beanng a strong
resemblance 10 percewed rca]ily
• appl: their understandmg of these clements to
teleVISIOn
• recogntse lhat newspape:; contam mediated reportS
of events thatl.ave occurred
• tdcntlf;. the "ays tn whrch newspapers reinforce
thetr aura of authentiCity and vermmilrrude.
parttcularl~ usc of newspaper photographs. style of
reponing (quot~s. datelines. names and places).
layou1 {headlines hierarch), by-lines. format) and
repettlion and conSIStency.

the he'll<' 111.11 .lrjrc'r'' .. J:c· '~-.::·-'J~.!I ;tu,:cr.: i''';'J'.1•
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'L':-tl<' ,q

the·

J:>lc h• ~nl('' th~

O~ln'tll~\

pr..-~l,~JIII~ ut" te:dt~rs to det~ffil;ne the
th;l! tt1~.' "Ill ta~e "ilh then students.
hov.ev~r. the tollo" m;; should be consrdered
The a1m rs to teach the underst~nd1ngs outlined tn the
course
Studm: JCII\ 1\! ''hemet produc\lon or
;mal;>'>l'> <lrt~r.t:Jtl"d "~ \JitJ ~e:nod ol arh1t:1tn;; thts
Jtm Students or :ill ran~n of J~JJ~mt;: Jb,ln;. CJn
enhanc~ thl'lr I~Jminf
tnrou~h carelull~
chosen
ac\1\ uies
It also reco;:nt>es that actt\'C studem
pantctpJtlon 1'tll result m understand1ngs tr. addttton to
those l.lutlined tn the course objt:Cttves
Howe~er.
teachers are caulloned agatnst enga~tng tn aC\1\'1~
programs mt:rel~ lor thetr o" n sale

11

~~

\II

m~ltc·::n~

t>l
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appro~ch

Educational Objectives
Through the stud~ of this course srudents should btable to demonstr.lte devdopment of language
competence m
• readtn~ Jnd 1 te" tnt:
• spea~~~~ and ltsten;n~
• wnun~ and producl,on
anal~ 111 ot te\IS I rom d1t'f~rent medra

The Problematic :'-iature nrthc .\las~ Media
Tht· tmp!,ralton' uf thr term ·m~u~~·
'>tudt•fl:'> "'II I>,J·.,· til~ Jl-1111\ 10
ch~rJ.:tt·mtKs

ot

de~Cr1l>c·

th~

t~.t· mJSS mc·J,J b~·~n~ s:udt~d

Tile tmpll(:t\HIIll nftht· lt·rm ·m;L'>\.
Stud~n:' 111ll h.1·,c th·: J!•ll::-. il'
<lu:i1n~ thr lfl1!' 1L;JiiWL- L': t!,·: ~\1\lenr~
.IUJI~!I(c"
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•
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:-:•,1(it1

[X'•<IIL'r' tc·conom1~ poltiiCJII of
r<hl' •.>~. \;• .li·fc-. I the ptodu~l\
'tur .lri<·t '"", nf plwto:.:r .tpli•. m."'
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J''L·.·k~~.!

lh•>•: 1dl(l .He t~ .1
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,II·~
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.:!:.L7.L,Il"'l'>il<.:", olnd hmtiJIIOflS Of
•_;,:,,~, ,,( hoJJ;Jst' J5 pJr,

::.c ,.,;-

,\1clhut.h of Construction
Th~ ~el~ctit1n proce5S opcratint:: in the construction
of mrdta rcprescnl:l!lon~
StuJems "ttl ha1e the ab1ht;- 10.
rdcnt1fy stgnrftcant elements of !>election of
tele1i~•on 1\llh part1cular reference to montage,
vtsual and audio codes and conventtons
• assess the v.a~ in v.·hich these elements create
meanms

•

identifv the selection processes oper:ning in a still
image 'as it appears in a mass media product posters·billboards.
magazines.
newspaper
photographs. advenisemenls and comics
• whh panitular reference to layout and tile codes
and conventions. apply tlleir knowledg~ of the
selection processes operating in tile med;~ to one
medium
• demonstrate their knowledcc .:Jf the selection
processes operating in (he media b)· the
construction of a message (e.g. conmuction of the
front page of a newspaper. compilation of a video
advemsemcnl. a photo-documentary).
The terminololi~ of the mass media
Srudenls 11·ill ha\'C the ability to use tmninolos)' in so
far as it is necesSat)' to con 'ley meanins (not as an end
in iueiO.
The form of mtdia constructions with panieular
rderence to narrati'le
Students will have the ability to:
• recognise narrati'le as the basis for structuring
experience
• differenuatc between namui'lt and non-namui~c fonns
• id:ntif) the significant elcmerm of lllll'r.lti'le,
panicularly sening. character. conflict and rewlution
• identify the codrs operating in particular media m
the consrruction of charac1er, conflicL semng,
resolution
• apply their understanding ofnatratl'le to an analym
of a panicular med1a pre~ntation
• compare the ways in which narrati'le is strucrured in
different media e.g. tele'lision and mass print
• compare the ways in which the fonn of the medium
affects the construction of the narrative, particularly
the effect of broadcast, print and exhibition
• identifv the utent 10 which narrati'lc contributes 10
the illUsion of reality.
Thr codes and conventions of media constructions
Srudents will ha'lc the ability to:
• identify the codes and coo'lcntions operating in the
medium of srudy, with particular reference to the
technical. symbolic, wnnen and audio codes (where
applicable)
• assess the importance of the codes in the way that
they affect the selection process, the de'lelopment of
narr.lti\'e and the creation of meaning
• apply their knowledge of the codes/conventions to
particular products of the mass media.
The 1emporal para meier.; ofmcdill constructions
Srudents "·ill have the ability to:
• identify the parameters of presentation in tclc'lision,
panicularl~ programming and nmc slots
• 1dentJf\ the 11me considcratwm in the presentation of
new>p~pcr., and magazine>. pamcularl~ dcadlmcs.
potential milJ'I..m. nnmedtac)· and flexibllll)'.
Thr spatial p~r~meters of mcd1a connruclion~
Student' 11 ill have the ability to:
• ident1f: the 11av sr~ce is used wnhin the fr~me in
ph01o!_!raph:. and tclcnsion to crt3\e an t!IUSion
• 1d~ntth the way space 1s u$cd wi1hin the frame to
s•tggelt a lar~er world beyond the frame
• 1demifi. mher 1cchn1ques used in television to create
the ill~sto~ of real space .

•
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Control or the Constructions
Political fac1on afftctinK media conuruclionJ
Students will ha\'e the ability to identify the political
pressures and constraints acting upon the media, with
panitular reference to:
• telt'lision - programming. news co...erasc, current
affairs tele'lision. ad'lenising
• print - notion of freedom of the press. ad'lenising,
news CO'Ieragc
• photojournalism - politit<~l issues invol~cd,
including censorship, propaganda. culturally
appropriate subject maner.
Economic factors affcctine media constructions
Students will ha\'c the :~bility to identify the nature and
imponance of the economic factors affecting media
consrructs. with panicular reference to the $!JIJCIUTC of
ownership of the media. marlr.cting procedures, minas
and ad'lenising and technological change.
Sieniricant de'lrlopmenu in the hiuory or 1he mau
media
Students wiU ha'le the abili[}· to recognise an historical
context for !he media th011 thcr are stud'ling. (Note: the
historic'!) context must be rel~~ant and 'penincnt to the
srudy of modem mass med1a. not a study pursued in
isolation.
For example. the effect of s.at.ellite
technology upon news selection processes. the
dc'lelopmem of display ad'lenisement as an outtome of
industrialisation and mass markets).
Authorship in the media
Students; will ha'le the ability to:
• recognise that the question of authorship il; a
complex one when applied to media con$!JIJas
• posi!Jiatc possible sites of authorship in television
programs e.g. presenters. actors. directors,
producers. company owners. camera people or a
combination of these
• posrulatc possible sites of authorship in the mass
print (panicularly newspapers) e.g. journalist,
photographer.
canoonist.
editor.
owners,
ad'lcnisers. ~ript writer· or a combination of these.

Value Systems or the Constructions
Representalion of stereotypes
Students will ha'lc the :~bility to:
• recognise that s~ercotypc is a typification of a group
based upon selection and eKtlusion of paniculat
atTributes
• recognise that stereotype typificat;on necessitates
some de~ree of simplification, and thcrcfo~.
misteprcscnlation
• identify the srmbols that are used for panicular
stcrcorype \}"Pifications e.g. Ab\iri~ines, women,
workers. youth
• recognise that the symbol~ used in stereotype are
not arbitrary but are a consequence of the selection
and exclusion of percei'led atTributes
• recognise that lhe stereo~ is a shared concept,
therefore can be used bv the media as a 'shortcut' to
meaning (C.£. status ~d role arc embodied in an
image of a woman washing dishes)

•

recognise that 1he ·shoncul" of the mt:dia
stereorype. like all shared concep1s. i) ~uhurally
regener.:ned.
The lendenc~· ror ml:dill representation to b«ome
accepted as ·normal' or •natural'
Studems will have tlle abili~· 10:
• recognise: tht11 media stereotyping is ;m active
process that involves identificr.tion or a real
condilion or anitude of a group and then placing a
negative .:valuation on this amibut..: lt.g. the
Aborigin::ll p:lltem of kinship respons1bili~ that is
stereo~ped as p.lr.l5iticl
• recognise that media stereotyping acti\ely inverts
cause :md effect (e.g. young people unable to find
employment hence forced into idleness :md
stereo~ ped as jobless b«ausc they are idle)

Teaching- Learning
Program
Srudems will address one of the followinl! in detail:
Photography (as it occurs in the mass medial. :'\llau
Print I including newspapers. magazines. comics.
grnphic communic.:uion) or Tehevision. In addition
students \\ill undertake a srudv of one of the above in
less detail. Two-thirds of claSs time is to be spent on
the major area ofsru~y and one third on the minor area
of study. Because of iiS importance. television is
nomin:ned in both Year I I and 12. However. it is
strongly recommended that if television is offered ::J.S a
major .lfta of study in one year. then it becomes a
minor study area in the other.
Student5 \~auld be e~pected tQ e~hibit some practical
skills in one med1um. but the skills should reveal
mil5ten· uf understandin!!s. \laster.· of technolol!\' is
on I~ a ffieans 101\::Jrds thi~ end.
.
-•
11 is mon;;l~ r~commendcd 1hat the Ausrraltan media
provide the mit1al and princ1pal focus for the cou~e.
This recomm~ndauon is made in the knowledl!e that
there ar~ ample films. \'ideotapes and rcfercnc~ te~IS
available to support an Austrnlian focus. It will be
necessar;. 10 introduce Q\e~eas milterial and references
">0 that the Au>trlhiln med1a ~"pencncc c;~n be placed
in perspective. but it ts fell1hat 1he Austr.tlian focus is a
IT'ore rek\ant stanmg pomt. The reference s~cuon of
this course rellects this pcrspccti\'e.

Content
The problcmalic nature of the mass media
The implication of the term ·media".
The implic::llions ufthe 1crm ·mass·.
The spec1f1C charactenstics of photograph~. mass prim
or television.
Media products as construcllons
Fa.ctand fictton m the mediJ.
The panems of media construcnon.
Tite no11on ofrcaln~
Methods of construction
TI1e selection procc~s ol 1\0rd~. imal!c~ and sounds in
the construwon of mc~ia representatiOns.
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The basic terminology associated with the media bcin&
srudied.
The fonn of media constn.Jction with particular
reference to namuive.
The codes and conventions of media constructions.
The temporal parameters of media constructions.
The spatial paramel.er5 of media cansttuttions.
Control or COD5lructions
The politiCOll factors affecting media const:ructions.
The economic factors affecting media constructions.
The signifiQnt development.S in the history of the mass
media
Authorship in lbe media..
Value syttems of coastructions
Representation of stereotypes.
The tendency for media representations to become
accepted ns ·normal' Of ·narural'.
The value systems contained in media represenwions.

Time Allocation
The minimum time required to achieve the objectives
of this course is 120 hours. Typically the course will be
raught over the entire school year. Schools wishing to
vary this delivery pattern are required to notiFy the
Director, Secondary Education Authority.

Resources
General - Teachers
Alvarado. Gutch and Wollen. Leurning the Media: An
lmroduc:tion to Media Teaching. Macmillan, London,
1987.
Alvarado and Tulloch. Dr Who: The Unfolding Texl.
1984.
Barr. T.. The Clwflenge v/ Clwnge: Australia's
/nformotiOI'I Socie~~ Oltford Univer5ity Press. 1987.
Bonney ond Wilson. Artstrafla's Commercial Media.
Macmillan. Melbourne. 198j.
Buckingham. D.• (cd.). Making Sense of Media
Education: /lUrching M~ciJU Lt!urnmg. Falconer Press..
London. 1990.
Ellis. J.. l'isihle Fictions. Routledge and Kegan Paul,
London. I982.
Fiske, J.. fnrroduction to Commrmicarion .fi<udies.
Methuen, london. I982.
Fiske. Hodge and Turner. .\1}1hs ofO:: Reading .4wnralian
PopWatCulllue. Allen and Unwin. Sydney, 1987.
Johnson. L. The Umeen l'aice: A Cultural Study of
EurlyAustralian Radio, Routledge, London, 1988.
M::J.Stermlllt. L. T~toching the .\lt!dta. Comedia, London,
1985.
Media Information, a monthly journal frorn the
Australian Film. Television ;md Radio School.
O'Sullivan. e1 a!.. K~· Cvncepts in Communicalio11.
Methuen, London. 1983.
Tulloch. J~ .~ustralian Cinema: Industry, Narro1i'llt and
Meonint:. Allen and Unwin. 1982.
Tulloch, J~ L:gends on tht! &·rcen: Tht: NorraJNc Film
m Aus1ralUL 1919-/fJ19. Currency, 1911.
Windschunlc. K- 1M Media. Peng11in, Australia, 19&4.

General - Students
Alvarado and Tulloch. Dr Who: The Unfolding Tat,
1984.
'
Burgmann and Lee {eds), Constructing a CvltJU'e, Vol.
4 of A People's HiJtor;r of Aw:tralia. Penguin, 1988.
Hartley, Goulden and O'Sullivan, Moling Senre of the
Media. Comedia. London, 1985,
McMahon. B.. and Quin, R.. Exploring Images,
Bookland. P~nh. 1984.
McMahon. B.. and Quin, R.. Real JmageJ. Macmillan,
Melbourne. 1980.
McMahon. B.. and Quin. R.• Stories and Stereotypes,
Longman. Melbourne. 1987.
.
McRobens. R .. ,\lcdia Workshop: l'o/JUM /, WOI'd:s,
Macmillan. Melbourne. 1987.
McRoberts, R.. Media Workshop: Yoi!UM 1,
Macmillan. Melbourne, 1987.
Spearrin and Walker {eds), Australian Popular Cultunt,
Allen and Unwin. Sydney, 1979.
Stewan. C .. The .\ledia: It~ and Meaning~. Jacaranda
Press, 1990.

Tele\•ision - Teachen
Clarke, M.. Teaching Popular Television. Heinemann,
London, 1987.
Ellis, J., ViJible Ficllon.J, Routledge and Kegan Pau~
London, 1982.
Lusted and Drummond. n'and&hooling. British Film
Institute, London. I985.
Masterman. L.. Teaching about Television, Macmillan,
London, 1982.
Masterman, L., (ed.), Television Mythologies: Sian,
Shows and Signs. Comedia. London, 1984.
McMahon, B.. and Quin, R., Real Images. Macmillan,
Melbourne, 1986.
Moran, A.. JmageJ and lndust0•: Television Drama
Production m Austraha. Currency Pre~ Sydney, 1985.

Television - Students
Anenon, M.. Auwalian Showbt. Sunshine, Brookvale,
NSW, 1984.
Goldstein and Goldstein, Primr! Time TelevUion,
Crown, New York. 1983.
Groves, S.. Soap.' A Pictorial HiJtory of America's
Daytime Drama.r. Contemporary Books. Chicago,
1983.
Marschall. R.. The Gulden Age of Te/wision. Bison,
London, 1980.
McMahon. 8 .. and Quin. R., Real lma~. Macmillan,
Melbourne. 1986.
McMahon. B.. and Quin. R.. Stones and Stereotypes,
Longman. Melbourne. JQ87.
Root. J., Open the Bar. Comedia. London. 1986.
Tulloch and Mor.~.n. A Country Practice. Cum:ncy,
Sydney, 19&6.

M.ass Print - Teachers
Dyer, G., Ad't'crtmng O..f CommunicOlion, London,
Methuen. 1982.
Goffman. L, Grnd~ Ad!.oerti.lementJ, M1cmillan,
•
London. 1979.

Hanley, J., Undentanding Npos, Methuen, London
1982.
•
Shan and Dickenson. The NP"Spaper: An Altemativc
Teztboot Femon,Califomia, 1980.
Williamson, l., Decoding AdvertUe~Mnu, Boy111s,
London, 1978,
Windschunle. K., (cd.). Fixing 1M News, Cassell NSE,
1981.
•

Mass Print - Studenb
Bamicoat. L A ConcUe His1DI'y ofPosters, Thames and
Hudson, Norwicn. 1979.
Chapman, S., Great f.xp«l41iom: Adtlertising and tlw
Tobacco lndwtry•, Comedia, London, 1986.
Cobb, R., Cartomu of Ron Cobb, Wild and Wooley,
Sydney, 197!1.
Gallo, M., T'he Poster ill History, American Heritage,
USA, 1984.
King. J., A CartOOfl History of Awtralia: A Soci4l
HistoryofHistoryinCanOOtU. Savvu, Adelaide, 1983.
King. l., Slop Lmlghing. T1riJ is Serious, Cassel~
Sydney, 1978.
Lindesay, V., The JnW in Jma~. Hutchiruon.
Melbourne, 1979.
Lindesay, V.. The Way We Were, Awtra/ion Popular
Moga:ines, /856-/969, Oxford Univmity Pres!.
Oxford, 1983.
McMahon. B., and Quin, R., Exploring Images,
Bookland. Perth, 1984.
McMahon, B., and Quin. R., Stories and Stereotypes,
Longman, Mtdboume, 1987.
My~ K., UnderJtatnr: The Sense of Seduction of
AdvertUing. Comedia. London, 1986.
Pickering. L., Cartoonr b)! Australian Kids, Tupart.
Sydney, 1982.
Willey, K.. News News NtMOJ, Child and Henry, NSW,
1982.

Photography - Teac:ben
Banhes, R., Camera UM:it/Q:

Reflections 011
Photography. Jonathan Cape, London. 1982.
Berger, l .. Wa;~-:s ofSeeing, Penguin, Middlesex, 1972.
Berger, 1.. Anuther Way of Telling. Writers and
Readers. UK. 1982.
Burgin, V.. (ed.), Thinking Photography, Macmillan,
London, 1982.
Pho10graph~ Workshop (ed.). PhotogrophJIPolitiCJ
One. Comedia.. London, 1987.
Photography Workshop (ed.), PhotographyiPoliticJ
7M-o. Comedia. London. 1987.
Webster, F.. TM New Photography, Calder, London,
1980.
Sontag, S.. On Photography, Penguin, USA, 1977.

Photography - Students
Associated Press.. Momenu in 1i~M. Angus and
Roberuon, Melbourne, 1984.
Cannon, M .. Aw.stralia: A HUtory Us PltolOfl"''Ph!.
CumyO'Neil. Melbournc.l983.
Campbell 8., Exploring Photography, BBC, London.
1971.

.
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Oitln Enterprises. A lkt;l· ;, t/N! LJf;: ufAuwuliu. Ditla.
Sydney. 1981.
Doheny, RJ.• &c:iul Doc:unu:ntar:r f'llntograpl~\' in lilt!
U~. Amphoto. New York. 1976.
Evans. H.. Eye U'itneu: :5 li.oars Thro11gh U'CJT/d PI'CJ:s
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Assessment Structure
Am:ssment :ttnJ~rtS 11re an imesral pan of all
Accn:d;ted C.>urws.
The srructur¢ specifteS:
/. the components and learning oulCOmes 1o be
include.:! in ass.es.sment
l. weightin1:5 10 be applied to the~ components
J. the ~reo of assessment considered appropriate for
the COUTS(.
Table I
Syllabus Conteot

The problemlUtllJ nature ot'ihe mass
media

Wel&htin&
pen:enta&e

15-25

Media produm as constructions
Methods ot' Cl)rullllctions

15-25
15-25

Control of the constn.lctions
Value systems of the consrructions

15-25
IS·2S

Tablel
Lamina Ouu:omcs
Knowled~e :111d undemanding of media
r::xts (contem Olnd ccxuext)
Skills ofanalrsis and ~i.on of
media ll:Xtli
Associa.~ skills ofn:sean:h. n:adin&,
writing, di~union of r.ledin texts
Skills invoh eJ in r:.cdia production

:ZO.JO
:ZO.JO
20-JO
20-JO

TabkJ
Typa of Auwment

Evaluauon I'll profcss1011ai medm
products
Tcs[S of Drill 11rimn competence
Research
Media production
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20.JO
20.30
20.30
2()...30

MEDIA STUDIES (YEAR 12)

E012

identify the ways in which .1 genre will affect the
development of the namuive
• Magnise the limitations of a genre approach as an
explanation of the constructions (e.g. ahemaUve
approaches, such as aulCUI', may anptwisc
different aspcca of the con.muctions).
Caire i.a lelevision
• St:udents will have the ability to:
• recognise thaJ. television genres have nOI been
historically moulded to the extenl of film &enra
• recognise the significance of 'broadcut' for
television constJUCtions
• identify bro:d patterns of propmmina IDd
scheduling.
Radio formals
Students will have the ability to:
•

General Aims
Media Studies aims to increase srudent understanding
of how the media work, how they produce meaning,
how they are organised. and how they go aboul the
business of constructing reality.

Educational Objectives
Through the study of this count students should be
able to demonstrate devclopmtnt of language
competence in:
• reading and viewing
• speaking and listening
• writing and production
• analysis of texts from different media.

The Problematic Nature of the Mass
Media
The implicatiOD5 of the term 'medla'
Srudents will have lhc ability to describe the

characteristics of the media being srudied.
Tbe implications of the term 'mass'

Students will have the ability to:
• recognise that the tcnn 'mass' is both simple and
complex. - e.g. (I) th~ are numerous
demographic subdivisions of audience, hence
marlcet (2) mass has different implications when
applied to film and radio
• ruognise that ratings and bolt office returns are
directly related to the marltet.en' knowledge of the
'mass' audience.
The specific ch~racteristics of film, 1111dlo or
television
Students will have \he ability to:

• distinguish ber>Neen form and content of a medium
and identify the way~ in which form affects content
(e.g. television is a broadcast mcditun which
encourages the programming of live entenainment)
• identify the major characteristics and limitations of
the fonn; of time constraints upon content; of
presentation upon content (e.g. films on television
compared with films shown in cinemas).
TheoriC'li of media analysis
Students will have the ability to:
• recognise that there arc many theories of media
analysis
• recognise that the application of different theories
will result in different perceptions about the mass
media
" recognise thJt no one theory provides a complete
under.a:mdmg of its subject

Media Products as Constructions
Genre in film
Students will ~~ !he ability to:
• identify various g~:~U"eS in _film
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• """"'"' "" •U..Hariri" botw<en nod» a>d
television as brolKlcast media
• identify btw4 patterns of propmmin& tnd
scheduling.
Realism •nd tbe L'Oostrurts

Swdcnts will have the ability to:
• identify the elements of realism in namrivc
fictions (e.g. in featur'e tilms. soap opem., radio
oomody)
• identify the clements of realism in namrlvc non·
fiction (e.g. in dramacic documentary, radio CUI'tCilt
offair5)
• identify elements of realism in non-nanative forms
(e.g. radio talkbacks. some advertisements).

Methods of Construction
The selection proceu in the media beio& studied
Students will have the ability to:
• identify significant clements of selection of film
and television with particular reference to montage
and visual and audio codes and conventions
• assess the function of montage, the visua1 and
audio codes and conventions in panicular
programs
• identify the selection processes that take place in
the compilation of radio programs with panicular
rcfc.;cncc to news, music, chat and talkback
• recognise the way in which consistency of the
selection pattern develops a station irr.uge
· • recognise thai the fmal media construction is an
outcome of numerous editing procedures
embracing concep1 development, pre-production,
production and post-production
• dc:monstrute skill in the ending procedures
associated with either concept development or preproduction, or production Of post-production in
one medium
• recognise the limiwion that genre imposes upon
tbe selectionteditina proc:csse&

1be buic terminoloc' in the media beiD& nudied
Students will have the ability to use terminology in so
far as it is necessary lO convey meaning (not as an end
in itself).
The form of media constructions wilh partkular
reference to narl'llltive and rhetoric
Students will have the ability to:
• recognise namu:ive as a basis for StllJcturing film
and television experience
• differentiate between narrative and non-namnive
forms in television and nu:lio
• identify thr: uses of rhetoric in television and ndio,
with particular regard to advenising
·
• identify the significant clements ofnalnlive in film
and television particularly ICttiJJ&, danlctcr,
conflict 1111d resolution
• identify the codes used in the COI1S!I'UCtion of
dwactcr, conflict. setting, resolution
• apply their undemanding of narmive to an
analysis of a particular film or television program
• identify the ways in which the elements of
lllll'r.ltive (setting, chatactcr, conflict and
resolution) are userl in a particular genre (e.g.
news, soap, drama, TV quiz)
e compare the ways in which narrative is sttuctured
in different media
1
compare the ways in Which the fonn of the
medium affects the construction of the nmll!ivc,
pani~ulaTiy the effect of broadcast and exhibition
• identify the extent to which namuivc contnbutc:s to
the illusion ofn:a.lity
• identify the OCCWTCilce of the nmnrivt elements
(setting, ch.a:n!.cu:r, conflict. resolutioa) ia more
rbctorical
farms
(e.g.
tallcbacl:
radio,
edvenisementt, TV quiz shows, variety shows, TV
magazine progrnms., lildio disc jockey programs)
• identify the specific ways in which the codes are
used in a rllctoriCll fonn in order to elicit 1 specific
response (e.g. (I) fust cutting 1md ·~·
music in television cdvertisemcnts (2) the emotive
language of 1au: nighl rndio talkb:ad:s)
• demonstmte c:n und..~ding of the codes and
conventions of narrative nnd rbetoric (e.g. 1
simulation production exerci~. 1 production
exercise, M mwlysis exercise).
Tbe codes nad coovmtioll.l QUOCiated with the
medt. bcin& studWJ
Students will have the cbility to:
• identify the codes and conventions operating in
film and telCYision, with pnnicu!ar refr:ren~ to the
technical. symbolic, "Titten nnd audio codes
1
recognise the context within which the codes
operate (e.g. film on videotape: is 1 different
context from film in a ~incma)
0
&S.Sess the lmportnnce or the codes in the w.~y that
they affect the selection proce~; ti1c de~elopment
of the codes m~d conventions to particular film and
!elevision
• Kltntify the codes nnd sub-codes opcnting in ~io
(e.g. sub--colks of dialogu~ wch as intonation,
innettion. timbre)

•

identify the codes wociat.ed with specific radio
programs (e.g. 50Und effects in span programs)
and ~u:nnine the ways in which they auu:

mean mg.
The temporal panmeten of tbe mtdia bein&:
studied
Srudcnts will have the ability to:
• idcn.tify the panmcters of presentation,
pa~·ucularfy programming, time slots, segmentation and potential for responsiveness and
nexibility
• identify the t~e considerations in the presentation
of film, parucularly SCISOI\III considemions and
ratings considerations
• reco~i~ that ~io and television, being broadcast
med1a,. operate m the present time which in pan
deu:nnmes programming (e.g. propensity for Jive
span., news, interviews)
• rcco~ise the ~ays in which time is depicted and
mampulatcd m film IUid television (i.e. the
representation of shonc:ncd, lengthened or
simultaneous time).
The spatial movements or the 111cdia bein& rtudied
SD.Jdents will have the ability to:
• identify the way space is used within the fnunc in
film and television to cn:atc an illusion
• identify the way spat:e is used within the fnune to
suggest a large world beyond the frmnc
• identify techniques used in film and television 10
~the illusion of real space
• identify the way in which time and space
manipulations affca the development of 1be
namtive in film and televisioo.

Control of the Constructions
Political factors lrl Australia that affect the media
Min& studied
Students will hive the ability to:
• ~tify the political pressures and consttUlts
actmg upon the media in Austn1\ia with panicullr
~ferent:e to television (programming., news
coverage, current affairs and advertising), to radio
(news coverage and advertising) and film
(Australian productions)
• identify_ the _legal constraints affcaing the media in
Austnl.ha wnh panicular refercn~ to advertising.
self-regulation, and progrmnming.
Eronomic faeton in Austrnlia that effect tbe mcdi.o:
bein& studied
~rudents will have the ability U.o identify the nature and
nnponancc of some economic fact on affecting
Australi~.ll media constructs, with particular reference
to the rjistinction between public service (ABC) and
comm1:rcial media and to the implications of funding
in public service and eommercial media.
Significant developments in Aunralinn history that
have afTect:d the media being studied
Students will have the ability to:
• recognise the signifiCliJice of govcnvnent
intervention in the Austnllian film industry
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•

recognise the ties of television to the press and
radio as significant in its historical development.
Implications or corporate ownership across the
Awtralian media
Students will have the ability to:
• identify the major corporate groups in the
Australian media
• identif)· the degree of networking ir, the AustTalian
media and assess the implications of networking
• recognise the signifkance of corporate ownership
when speculaung upon future media developments
such as cable or satellite technology.

Teaching- Learning
Program
Students will address one of the following in detail:
• film
• radio
• television
In addition studenl.l will undertake a study of one of
the above in less detail. Two-thirds of class time is to
be spent on the major area of study and one-third on
the minor area of study.
Note: Because of its imponance, television is
nominated in both the Year I I co~ and the Year 12
cou~e. However, it is strongly recommended thai. if
television is offered as a major area of study in one
year, then it bct:omes a minor study area in the other.
It is the prerogative of teac:he~ to determine the
approach that they will take with their stud~ts;
however, the fol\owing should be considered
Whatever approach is l&d, the aim is to !ea~h the
Wlderstandings outlined in the course.
Student
activity, whether production or analysis oriented, is a
valid method of achieving aims. Srudents of all ranges
of academic ability can enhance their learning through
carefully chosen activities. It is also recognised that
active student participation will
result
in
understandings in addition to those outlined in the
course objectives. However, teachers are cautioned
against engaging in activity programs merely for their

Value Systems of the Constructions
Representation or authority fie;urc:s and heroes
Students will have the ability to:
• identify the existence of star systems in the media
being studied
• identif)· the codes that establish authority figures
(e.g. program format. clothing, performance, voice
timbre)
• recognise the commercial significance of stars and
authority figures (e.g. for box office, liltings,
promotions, advenising).
Tbe function or connotation and myth in the
representations
Students will have the ability to:
• recognise that stars and authority figures can be
'read' as symbol combiiwions that convey
meaning (e.g. the appear.u1ce of panicular rock
stars as reprrsenting dissent from mainstreAm
culture)
• recognise
that the symbol combination
incorporated in the star is a condensation of
meaning (a shan-cut} that emphasises certain traits
and ignores others {that is, they are cultural myths,
or explanations of the culturally acceptable).
The
value systems associated with the
reprcscnllltions
Students will have the ability 10:
• interpret specific stars in u:rrm of the values that
they represent (e.g. Marilyn Monroe as white,
middle class. 1950s sexuality)
• identification of specific SlarS as rep~senting the
values a.swciated with sub-eu!rural groups, (e.g.
punk rock star.;)
• recognise thil.! stilrS Me v=hides for ~inforcing lllld
redefining the dominant cultural values.
Dominant cultural and sub-cultural factors
affecting receptivity of the audience
Srudcnl.l will have the abihty to:
• recogmse that mcmbe:-shtp of particular subcultures affecl.l ~ "readmg" of a star and the values
that the star rep~sent.s.
.. idenLtf) some of the factors that quality an
individual for member;htp of a sub-culture, (e.g.
age. imerests. economic background).

own sake.
There is a course requirement that rn~dents be able to
apply the understandings tbal they have gained (most
prevalent in the methods of construction section) to
OJle medium. Hence students would be expected to
exhibit ~me practical skills in one medium, but the
skills should reveal masterv of understandings. Mastery
of technology is only a
towards this end.
Students undertaking media studies COW'.>CS are: likely
to ~present a wide range of academic abilities. It is
likely that some of the students will not master all of
the stated objectives. It is also imponant to detennine
a pace and ~le of learning that best suits each student.
The detail fumMed in the objective outline has been
provided in the hope that appropriate individual
sn.tdent programs are designed. All students should be
able to enjoy the satisfaction of mastering some of the
objectives.
The Year 12 course has been designed recognising that
some studenl.l will wish to undenak.c funher media
snidy at tenial)' bel. The needs of these students will
also influence panicular approaches.

mearu

Content
There arc: ftve sections in this course.
The Problematical Nature of the Mass
Media
The implications of the term 'media'
The implications of the term 'mass'.
The specific characteristics of film, radio or television.
Theories of media analysis.
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